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Recent East Coast Hurricanes 

¨  Sandy: Approximately 9 million without power 
¨  Irene: Approximately 6-7 million without power 

From New Yorker Magazine 



A “standard” utility response cycle 

Hurricane  
Progress 

Utility 
Activities & 
Decisions 

Time T=0 T~-5 days T~-2-3 days T = 0-1 day 

Off-coast, 
outer bands 
begin contact 

Rain begins 
for large storms, 
wind increases 

T > 1 day 

Strongest winds, 
heaviest rain, 
highest surge 

Wind, rain, surge 
gradually diminish 

Monitor track, 
begin estimating 
crew needs, SEE  
coordination call, 
begin crew 
requests 

Finalize crew 
requests, position 
materials and  
crews 

Begin repairs 
when safe 

Conduct repairs 
according to  
prioritization plan 



Decision We Aim to Support 

Storm response planning Seasonal resource planning 

Long-term asset  
management 

•  How many hurricanes? 
•  How intense? 
•  How big? 
•  Which basins? 

•  How will climate 
     change influence 
     hurricane hazard? 
•  Will risk of power 
     outages change? 
•  Are different asset 
    management strategies 
    needed? 

ctpost.com 
Ameren America 



Topics for Today 

¨  Power outage forecasting 
¤ Prior work 
¤ Recent advances 
¤ Experience with Sandy 

¨  Evaluating hazard mitigation activities and plans in 
the utility context 



Research team: Roshi Nateghi, Seth Guikema, 
Steven Quiring (TAMU) 

Hurricane Power Outage Forecasting 



Goal 

 
 

Accurately forecast the total number and spatial 
distribution of outages 2-4 days prior to hurricane 
landfall, providing improved information for utility 

crew and material planning decisions. 



Forecasting Process 

Hurricane track & 
intensity forecast 

(ensemble or OFCI) 

Hurricane Wind 
Field Model 

Statistical Outage 
Forecasting Model 

Iterative updating at  
every 6 hour hurricane 

forecast update 



Selected Prior Work 

¨  Outages 
¤  Liu et al. (2005): a first model 
¤  Liu et al. (2008): accounted for spatial correlation w/in statistical model 
¤  Han et al. (2009a, 2009b): improved accuracy, usability 
¤  Guikema & Quiring (2012): further improved accuracy with a new statistical 

method 
¤  Nateghi et al. (under review): substantial increase in accuracy with a Random 

Forest 
¨   Outage Duration 

¤  Liu et al. (2007): a first model 
¤  Nateghi et al. (2011): improved predictive accuracy 
¤  Nateghi et al. (under review): simplified model w/o losing predictive accuracy 

¨  Damage 
¤  Guikema et al. (under review): Comparison on statistical models 
¤  Han et al. (under review): Bayesian updating of FORM-based fragility curves 



Han et al. (2009a, 2009b) 

Actual Number  
of Outages 

GLM Predictions 
(Han et al. 2009a) 

GAM Predictions 
(Han et al. 2009b) 

GLM (2009a) and GAM (2009b) with approximately 100 covariates. 



Nateghi et al. Outage model 

Random forest model, reduced to 6 covariates 



Basis for These Predictions 

¨  Hurricane track & intensity forecast 
¨  Our wind field model 
¨  Geographic variables – land use, customer density, 

topography, soil type, etc. 
¨  Pre-storm climatic variables – soil moisture, drought 

measures, etc. 
¨  System variables – poles, overhead and 

underground line, reclosers, etc.  



A Key Challenge: 

 

 
All of the above models were 

specific to a utility service area and 
required privately held data. 



Spatial Generalization 

Can a model be developed that can be used for entire 
coast using only publicly available data while still 
maintaining accuracy? 

Approach 

Train & validate  
models w/in 

service area using 
only public data 

Validate  
models across 

hurricanes 

Validate  
models across 

states 

Predict for 
an approaching  

hurricane 

Learn from storms and refine models 



A Note On Validation 

¨  Good fit ≠ Strong predictive accuracy in many 
cases 

¨  Validation critical to balancing bias-variance 
tradeoff, particularly for complex data mining 
models 

Source: Fortmann-Row 



Our Approach to Validation 

1) Random hold-out validation 
 
2) State-based holdout validation 
 
3) Storm-based holdout validation 
 
4) (sometimes) hold-one-out validation 



Experience with Hurricane Sandy 



First Model Run: Oct 26, 5pm  
Our Forecast:  

10 million without power 
First Press Release by JHU 



Oct. 27 6AM EDT Model Results 

Predicted Fraction Without Power 



10/28 6AM EDT Model Results 

Predicted Fraction Without Power 



10/28 12PM EDT Model Results 

Predicted Fraction Without Power 



10/29 6AM EDT Model Results 

Predicted Fraction Without Power 



10/29 2PM EDT Model Results 

Predicted Fraction Without Power 



Press Releases: 

¨  Oct. 26 (Thurs – storm still down by Cuba): We have a 
forecast model and can discuss it 

¨   Oct. 27 (Fri – storm by Bahamas): We forecast 
approximately 10 million will be without power 

¨  Oct. 28: 8-10 million predicted to be out, state 
estimates, map released 

¨  Oct. 29: Up to 11 million may be without power, new 
map 

¨  Oct. 29 #2: 12-19 million may lose power 
¨  Oct. 30: Updated estimate that 8-10 million will be 

without power 



Media Response: 

¨  Oct. 26: Christian Science Monitor 
¨  Oct. 27: CNN (live), USA Today, Good Morning 

America, LiveScience, … 
¨  Oct. 28: Discovery Channel, ABC Evening News (?), 

WBAL, CBC, Huffington Post, CNBC, …. 
¨  Oct. 29: Bloomberg TV (live), US News & World 

Report, Punk Rock OR, … 
¨  Since then: NPR, CNN International (live), perhaps 

BBC documentary on Sandy coming 



So How Did We Do? 

¨  Important distinction: We predict cumulative 
outages, utilities generally report peak outages 

¨  Results: 
¤ DOE estimated 8.5 million customers were out at peak 
¤ Our final estimate as the storm transited the mid-

Atlantic was 8-10 million out 
¤ We were within 8% of DOE’s estimates for NY, PA, MA, 

RI, VA when we convert back to fraction out 
¤ We overestiamted outages for MD and DE 
¤ We underestimated outages for CT 



Sandy wasn’t our first – Irene was 



Lessons Learned 

¨  Hurricane power outages can be predictable in an 
aggregate sense with appropriate, carefully validated 
models – even models based on only public data 

¨  With detailed utility-specific data predictive accuracy 
can be very strong and can include strong accuracy of 
the spatial pattern of outages 

¨  Be careful what you release to the media! 
¤ News outlets aren’t interested in uncertainty or conveying it 

for the most part 
¤ When dealing with the media during a disaster, be factual. 

Don’t speculate. 



Evaluating System Improvement 



Some Challenges in Hazard Mitigation 
Planning for Power Systems 
¨  High degree of uncertainty in: 

¤  Effects of climate change on hazard rates, locations, and 
intensities 

¤  Regulatory regimes in the future 
¤ Costs in some cases 

¨  High costs for many mitigation activities 
¨  Lack of public and regulatory acceptance of some 

measures 
¨  Public and (in some cases regulator) push for options 

that are not cost-effective from utility perspective – 
without full compensation for costs 



Francis et al., Climatic Change, 2011 

¨  Studied wetland restoration vs. undergrounding vs. “do 
nothing” for hurricane hazard mitigation in a southeastern 
coastal location testbed  

¨  Used a 50-year planning horizon with different discount 
rates 

¨  Compared alternatives based on NPV 
¨  Did not include climate change induced changes in hurricane 

hazard directly 
¨  Mitigation options examined: 

1.  Restore wetlands to try to reduce surge impacts 
2.  Underground lines – either all or in highest hazard zones 
3.  Both wetland restoration and undergrounding 



Major Conclusions, Francis et al. 

1.  Neither pole replacement nor wetland restoration made 
financial sense from solely a utility perspective 

2.  Few, if any, synergistic effects between wetland restoration 
and undergrounding were found 

3.  Even if externalities were included, leaving lines above 
ground was the preferred option in nearly all scenarios 



Guikema et al., IEEE TPD, 2006 

¨  Developed statistical models for estimating 
reliability improvement in non-storm conditions 
associated with utility vegetation management 
(UVM) 

¨  Data from Duke Power, 200-2004, feeder-level, 
approximately 4300 line miles 

¨  Developed GLM and GLMM models at the circuit 
level 



Major Conclusions – Guikema et al. 
(2006) 
¨  UVM improves system reliability in a statistically 

significant, identifiable way, even in non-storm 
conditions 
¤ Decreasing UVM cycle length by one year would have 

reduced incidents by, on average, 0.9/circuit over the 
43 month data period 

¤ Corresponds to a reduction of ~13 tree-caused 
outages per month for Duke Power 

¤ Long circuits serving large numbers of customers outside 
of the major urban areas were the most sensitive to 
UVM frequency 



Challenges Moving Forward 

¨  Incorporation of advanced outage forecasting models 
into utility storm response planning 
¤ Generalization to other utilities 
¤  Proving value within utility business environment 
¤  Improving publicly available model while working with new 

utilities to develop even more accurate, utility specific 
models for their internal use 

¨  Rigorous, independent evaluation of proposed 
mitigation options is needed 
¤  The public discourse often focuses on solutions that do not 

make financial sense 
¤  There are multiple stakeholders, each bearing different 

costs and benefits, in mitigation planning 
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